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Britta Lange 

Objective Data – Subjective Texts 

Anthropological and Linguistic Research on Indian war prisoners from 

1915-1918 

(Shortened and soundless version of a lecture held at Max Mueller Bhavan in Mumbai on March 7th and Max 

Mueller Bhavan in Delhi on March 14th 2011) 

 

 

My lecture focuses on the scientific research conducted on Indian prisoners of war interned 

between 1915 and 1918 in German and Romanian camps. I would first like to briefly talk 

about the entire historical research project and then through concrete examples, expand on 

two areas: measurement data, which the physical anthropologist Egon von Eickstedt collected 

from Indian prisoners in Wünsdorf in 1916/17 and evaluated after the war, as well as sound 

documents that the Indologist Heinrich Lüders and his colleagues recorded in Wünsdorf in 

1916 to 1918, and which were slowly forgotten after the end of the war in 1918. In doing so, I 

take material which appears in our exhibition (Kunstraum Kreuzberg/Bethanien, Berlin, 

2007/08; Max Mueller Bahavan Mumbai and New Dehli, March 2011), in Philip Scheffner’s 

film “The Halfmoon Files” (2007), as well as my article in the book “South Asian Prisoners in 

World War I Germany” which is soon to be released by the Social Science Press in Delhi1. 

Just as in the film and the exhibition, the lecture is not so much about presenting a closed 

narration, rather about pointing to things which cannot be narrated because we know nothing 

about it, and to ask how this not knowing, these blank spaces in the studies of the time and 

present-day narrations emerge – and could be productive.  

 

 

1. Context of the research on war prisoners 

 

German and Austrian POW camps during World War I offered scientists of the Central 

Powers conditions for their research that seemed to be “ideal”. The Central Powers included 

German, Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman Empires, and after 1915, Bulgaria. The opposing 

political block consisted of a variety of nations and ethnic groups: Belgium; the nations of the 

                                                 
1 Britta Lange: “South Asian Soldiers and German Academics: Anthropological, Linguistic and Musicological 
Field Studies in Prison Camps” in: Ravi Ahuja/Heike Liebau/Franziska Roy (eds.): “When the war began, we 
heard of several kings.” South Asian Prisoners in World War I Germany, New Dehli: Social Science Press, 2011 
(in press). See also: http://sspforthcomingbooks.blogspot.com/ 
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Triple Entente: England, France and the Russian Empire, peoples from the Asian part of the 

Russian Empire and the African and Asian colonial troops of England and France. As Rudolf 

Martin, professor of physical anthropology in Munich, said in 1915: “Because of our enemies’ 

practice of gathering auxiliary troops from everywhere, representatives of the most diverse 

peoples have indeed come to Germany who would never have touched German soil under 

normal conditions.”2 The camps allowed scientists to examine peoples from distant countries 

as they might at a Völkerschau, an ethnic show, with all the comforts of home. For the 

researchers, travelling through the POW camps seemed like inverted travel around the world; 

the camps served as a kind of exhibition of ethnic “types.” The simultaneous presence of 

various different nationalities in the camps attracted above all researchers who did 

comparative studies: linguists, musicologists, sociologists, anthropologists and ethnologists. 

The POW camps seemed to be an “ideal” combination of an imported ethnographic field and 

an exported scientific lab: the test persons as well as the technical apparatus and scientific 

methods seemed utterly unproblematic, at least at first glance. But as the studies were carried 

out, it turned out that the basis of all the research – the identification of the test subject – was 

often difficult: The academics could not check the prisoners’ information about their birth 

place and parents; they had to believe in it. Even the regiment number did not help a lot as 

e.g. Gurkha soldiers had been told to give a false name and regiment number in case of 

imprisonment. Nevertheless, German and Austrian scientists produced huge amounts of data 

and media from the POWs that were thought to check theories about “racial” classifications 

and linguistic and cultural traditions. 

 

 

2. Physical Anthropology 

 

In Austria, studies in POW camps were initiated by the Viennese Anthropological 

Society. Body measurements, along with photographic, sound, and film recordings, were 

largely financed by the Imperial Academy of Sciences in Vienna and carried out between the 

summer of 1915 and November 1918 – not only on POWs from the Russian Army interned in 

Austrian camps but also on Indian and African soldiers interned in the Wünsdorf and 

Romanian camps in 1917 and 1918. In contrast, a considerable amount of the research in 

Germany was not launched so much by an academic discipline as by a medium – the 

                                                 
2 Rudolf Martin, “Anthropologische Untersuchungen an Kriegsgefangenen,” Die Umschau 19 (1915): 1017. The 
term “coloured auxiliary troops” (“farbige Hilfstruppen”) was rather derogatory, clearly privileging the European 
soldiers' value compared to the value of the colonial troops.  
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phonograph or gramophone. During 1915, Prof. Carl Stumpf (musicologist, psychologist and 

the founder of the Berlin Phonogram Archive) and the grammar school teacher Wilhelm 

Doegen (populariser of gramophone records in language instruction) requested permission for 

a group of scientists to conduct linguistic and musicological research in German POW camps 

for a comparative archive. That November, the Royal Prussian Phonographic Commission 

was established by the Prussian Ministry of Culture, and made more than 2,500 recordings by 

the end of 1918. Felix von Luschan (Royal Ethnological Museum in Berlin, professor of 

anthropology and ethnography at the University of Berlin since 1909) was the commission’s 

ethnological consultant. He advised several young scientists on taking anthropometric 

measurements in the camps. But the German project in physical anthropology remained much 

smaller in scope than that of Austria – a by-product of linguistic and musicological research. 

In the summer of 1915, Luschan advised doctoral candidate, Egon von Eickstedt, to examine 

an “anthropologically interesting” group such as Indians for his dissertation and asked 

permission for the “Halfmoon Camp” in Wünsdorf. The Indian as well as the African 

prisoners had been interned in special camps near Berlin for political purposes: The German 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs tried to convince them by way of good treatment and propaganda 

lectures to join the Djihad against England by the Ottoman Empire, ally of the German Reich. 

The goal was to get the prisoners to surrender and fight against their colonial masters. 

When the Indologist Heinrich Lüders, working on sound recordings with Indian prisoners, 

and the India Independence Committee heard of the plan to carry out measurements on the 

interned Sikhs, they wrote a protest letter to the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs on 31st 

May 1916: “The Sikhs especially will strongly resist on religious grounds any attempt made 

by Europeans to touch any part of the body and more particularly the head. Further, such 

measurements are associated by Indians with criminals. We beg to warn the Government that 

the laudable scientific curiosity of German Professors will be attended with very unpleasant 

consequences.”3 The threat met with little success. Captain Nadolny, in charge of the matter at 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, made the following note: “A number of people have 

volunteered for anthropological examinations. There is no objection to this. The Indians have 

been informed.”4 The files in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs give no indication whether 

further protests took place or not. 

                                                 
3 Letter from the India Independence Committee to Baron von Wesendonk/Ministry of Foreign Affairs, dated 
31.5.1916; German Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Berlin, Political Archives, PA-AA WK 11s, R 21256, vol. 12, 
p. 271. 
4 PA-AA WK 11s, R 21256, vol. 12, p. 272. 
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In December 1916, Eickstedt finally received permission to conduct studies in the Wünsdorf 

camps where he worked until March 1917. He carried out the usual body measurements, 

among others, on ‘Kabyles’, Moroccans, Arabs, Indians and Gurkhas. He was obliged in this 

respect to adhere to research standards mutually agreed upon by von Luschan and his former 

student and Austrian colleague Rudolf Pöch. The data was then statistically evaluated. This 

mathematical approach suggested that human “race elements” could be defined by evaluation 

of the measurements, maths and statistics. 

Using the classic tools of physical anthropology, Eickstedt gave each person a serial number 

and wrote down the prescribed body measurements on standard forms. 

 

 
Data of 76 Sikhs, published by Eickstedt in 1921 

(c: Egon von Eickstedt: “Rassenelemente der Sikh”, in: Zeitschrift für Ethnologie vol. 52, 1920/21, p. 304f.) 

 

During his stay at the “Halfmoon Camp”, Eickstedt measured a total of seventy six Sikhs 

from Northern Punjab with the aim to identify their “racial elements”. In the 1921 edition of 

his dissertation on “Racial Elements of the Sikhs”, he depicted his results as coherent, 

showing that they were a “heterogeneous” population with two “racial elements”5 – whereas, 

                                                 
5 Egon von Eickstedt, „Rassenelemente der Sikh“, Zeitschrift für Ethnologie 52 (1920/21), pp. 317-394, here p. 
366. From 1926 to 1929, Eickstedt and his wife conducted an anthropological expedition in India. Cf. Egon von 
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in the beginning of the work in the camp, he had been certain they represented a 

“homogenous group” in terms of “racial elements”.6 

Eickstedt followed a scientific principle in his work that was guided by so-called “empirical” 

procedures: Based on natural scientific methods, his approach should have been objective and 

verifiable. It appears to me that one could also describe his approach as an encircling of the 

prisoners, and in fact on three levels: physically in the room, visually in the scheme and 

symbolically through its scientific access.  

 

1. The physical encircling of the prisoners in the room took place when Eickstedt and even 

other physical anthropologists constrained the partly or completely undressed prisoners with 

their instruments as they measured them from all sides.   

 

 
Cluster scheme from Eickstedt’s dissertation (1921) 

(c: Egon von Eickstedt: “Rassenelemente der Sikh”, in: Zeitschrift für Ethnologie vol. 52, 1920/21, fig. 4.) 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
Eickstedt: “Überblick über Verlauf und Arbeiten der Deutschen Indien-Expedition 1926-1929”, in: 
Tagungsberichte der Gesellschaft für Völkerkunde 1929, Band 1, Leipzig 1930, pp. 63-84. 
6 See also Britta Lange: “AfterMath: Anthropological Data from POW-camps”, in: Reinhard Johler/Christian 
Marchetti/Monique Scheer (Eds.): Doing Anthropology in Wartime and War Zones. World War I and the 
Cultural Sciences in Europe, Bielefeld, 2010, pp. 311-335. 
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2. A visually-graphic encircling took place when Eickstedt tried to define “racial elements” 

using graphic methods. In this illustration in his dissertation, he correlated the body height 

and nasal index of the 76 Sikhs. The figures display the number of people who have the same 

combination of values. Eickstedt drew these circles in order to identify and define clusters. 

But his system is not comprehensible, the circles appear to be placed quite randomly – they 

evidently represent preconceived notions rather than something given. Nevertheless: This 

encircling on a graphic level served to (“empirically”) define “racial elements”.  

 

3. At a symbolic level, Eickstedt, as a physical anthropologist, encircled test subjects by 

depriving them of their individuality and their historicity in order to use them for his own 

purposes as data and image suppliers. Apart from their personal data being recorded, the 

people were reduced to their mere physical characteristics through the scientific procedures 

and the situation of constraint within the prisoner camp. Although their names were noted, 

these served only as reference for the data sets, not as signs of individual personality. The 

reduction to physical characteristics resulted also in a reduction to the present: As sheer 

“representations” of “races”, these individuals were robbed of their past and future, their 

historicity. The encircling – that is how I think one can also read Eickstedt’s graphics – 

produced not only an outcome (a very questionable scientific grouping and categorisation), 

but also a gap, a blank space: the absence of history. 

This becomes evident if one asks different questions from those physical-anthropological 

questions posed at the time: What happened before, during and after the measuring of the 

Sikhs in the Halfmoon Camp in Wünsdorf? What did they think about it, what did they say 

amongst themselves and to Eickstedt (maybe nothing), what did they think the data would be 

used for, what did they say about it later? Which people, which biographies make up this 

data? The rather meticulous publication of data by Eickstedt cannot supply any answers to 

these questions.  
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3. Sound recordings, personal stories 

 

Not only did the body measurements encircle the individuals, it literally plagued them. 

However, even the sound recordings which Wilhelm Doegen, Heinrich Lüders, other 

Indologists such as Wilhelm Schultze, Josef Horovitz and Helmuth von Glasenapp made in 

Wünsdorf followed a specific standardised system to the extent that body and voices of the 

prisoners were similarly choreographed and guided. 

 

 
Doegen and Lüders doing a sound recording with Gurkhas in the “Halfmoon Camp” 

(c: Still from Philip Scheffner: The Halfmoon Files, 2007.) 

 

Like our exhibition and Philip Scheffner’s film demonstrate, the German scientists followed 

the unconditional maxim that the text had to be written down first before it was spoken into 

the gramophone funnel – in order to achieve an exact match between the spoken and written 

language. This also meant that every deviance from the copy had to be noted: An individual 

insertion or trailer, which appears at the end of some sound recordings, was regarded as 

interference. Often the recitation was practiced before it was recorded in order to avoid pauses 

and interruptions and to train the more awkward body posture: that is to say, the scientist 

stood behind the speaker during the recording, pushed and held his head to a certain distance 

from the funnel. In such a situation, a relaxed, “normal” recitation is hardly imaginable.  
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The rigid recording procedure is inspired by the idea of empiricism and objectivity of the 

natural sciences and physical anthropology: A never changing, quasi mechanical process 

should be able to produce verifiable, repeatable and comparable speech samples. The 

“encircling” of the prisoners repeats itself here not just in physical terms but also in 

compliance with the recording procedure. Paradigmatic for this procedure are the lists of 

figures and words which were recorded in many languages from the prisoners: They prepared 

vocabularies, demonstrated the phonetically written down pronunciation of individual words 

and thereby revealed the encyclopaedic research approach: For the most part, the sound 

recordings were meant to collect linguistic information, rather than to record stories. 

 
Lüders working with Gurkhas in the “Halfmoon Camp” 

(c: Still from Philip Scheffner: The Halfmoon Files, 2007.) 

 

Heinrich Lüders was an Indologist and taught at the Indian Institute of Oxford University 

between 1895 and 1899, where he became acquainted with Max Müller and translated his 

writings from English to German. In 1909, Lüders followed the call of duty to the Berlin 

University. With the sound recording in the POW camps between 1915 and 1918, he tried, 

different from many other linguists, to record mainly folkloric and mythological pieces, texts 

which were also of ethnographic interest, therefore those which could document the “culture” 

of the speaker. Unlike his colleagues, Lüders emphasised that the voice recordings in the 

camps should not be restricted to traditional texts, and himself included recordings of 

contemporary relevance [quote from a 1925 article]:  
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“Many, possibly the majority, were able to read and write; however, they had not 

learnt how to write their language as children, but during their period of service. Some 

were in a position to write down longer stories from memory; these were usually 

stories rooted in the twenty-five tales of the vampire, a classic originally written in 

Sanskrit but later translated into almost every Indian vernacular. Certainly, the 

majority did not have the confidence to tell a coherent story. Instead they preferred to 

sing a song, either alone or accompanied by others. Among the songs are several that 

were undoubtedly sung in ancient times at celebrations, particularly the Dashara 

festivities. However, the ancient material is inextricably intertwined with the very 

modern. Old verses are constantly altered, extended and copied until something utterly 

new emerges. The singer is at the same time always to a greater or lesser degree the 

poet, and people know that too; ‘if I want to sing a song, I make one up‘, one of them 

admitted. Hence most of the songs we managed to record came into being during the 

war or, at least, were then recast into the form in which they were sung for us.”7 

It thus came about that the prisoners’ traditional texts were explicitly or implicitly loaded with 

current information. Whether the following sound document is such an example with indirect 

messages from the camp, I - who am neither familiar with the language nor the background or 

culture of the speaker - cannot judge. Gayadin Singh from Urai narrated the “Story of the 

Swan and the Crane” in Hindi into the funnel of a gramophone on 1st April 1917 in the 

Wünsdorf camp: 

“A story of a swan and a crane. A swan and a crane became friends. The swan took 

his friend to his country. As they stayed there, a long time passed. Then the crane 

thought of his country. And was constantly sad. One day, his friend said to him: 

>Brother, you are sad since many days and don’t eat your food. What is the reason?< 

The crane said: >Brother, I have no worries.< The swan said: >Brother, there is 

definitely something.< To this the crane said: > I received a message from home. < 

The swan said: >His home must be better than my pond, so I must somehow see it. Of 

course, I must see how my friend’s country is.< So they went, the swan and the crane. 

And the crane showed him his country. What was there? It was a ditch, nothing else. 

The swan, now saddened, said: >It is true; one's country is very dear to one. It doesn’t 

matter how it is.”8 

                                                 
7 Heinrich Lüders: “Die Gurkhas”, in: Wilhelm Doegen (Ed.): Unter fremden Völkern. Eine neue Völkerkunde, 
Berlin 1925, pp. 126-139, here p. 135f. 
8 Gayadin Singh from Urai, “Story” in Hindi, recorded at the prisoner of war camp in Wünsdorf on 1st April 
1917 at 1.30 (PK 828). 
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Quite evidently, it is a parable on the meaning of “homeland” for living beings, thus different 

animals and people. How profound and how relevant it must have been for the Indian war 

prisoners in German camps of the First World War can only be guessed at. Maybe even just 

the shifting of a traditional tale into the war context was a political statement.9 Maybe 

language and mythology experts could possibly even find concrete references to the 

prevailing situation in the narrations. 

 

In any case, here the prisoner is not just the speaker but also the author: he reformulates 

traditional texts. However, for our exhibition, Philip Scheffner and I mainly looked for sound 

documents which do not present folklore, but address prevailing conditions: that explicitly 

reveal something about the biography and/or actual situation of the speaker, about the war or 

the camp. These must therefore have been self-composed texts. A relevant example here is 

Bela Singh from Amritsar, who spoke a text he had written in Punjabi into the gramophone on 

8th December 1916 in the Wünsdorf Camp: 

 

“When we arrived in the city of Marseille 

We ate well. Thus, all were happy.  

We were placed in cars and the major gave the order: 

‘Go now, oh Lions, in the trenches, go! 

Fight the Germans, why do you walk backwards?’ 

For two months we sat in the trenches 

A few lions had had enough of fighting 

The German canons hurled their artillery with great force 

All ran off as they noticed the force 

I was a hindrance as I could not run away.  

When the Germans saw me, they needed their entire strength against me. 

They took me with force. 

Where – they did not tell me. 

We were very happy when we saw Mr. Walter.”10 

 
                                                 
9 For smuggling political messages by traditional texts in sound recordings see also: Anette Hoffmann: „Finding 
Words (of Anger)“, in: Hoffmann (Ed.): What We See. Reconsidering an Anthropometrical Collection from 
Southern Africa: Images, Voices and Versioning, Basel 2009, pp. 114-145. 
10 Bela Singh from Kotli/Amritsar, “Poem” in Punjabi, recorded at the prisoner of war camp in Wünsdorf on 8 
December 1916 at 1.40 (PK 589). 
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Paul Walter, a former missionary, worked for the German Ministry of Foreign Affairs and 

was dispatched to the West Front, where he received the Indian prisoners of war. He 

functioned as a political intermediary who saw to it that the Indian prisoners of war were 

transferred to the Halfmoon camp in Wünsdorf, but also as an interpreter, since political 

contact of any kind required acts of translation – and every audio recording, whether in 

Wünsdorf or other camps, required translators and translations. The collection of recordings 

in today’s sound archives was envisioned to be fully provided with translations – the Prussian 

Phonographic Commission made it its task to produce a written version of each voice 

recording in the respective native language, a phonetic notation, and a German translation. In 

many cases, however, this did not materialise and translations for numerous recordings are not 

there. Predominantly missing from the sound documents of Indian languages are the 

languages of Nepal and Bangladesh. According to Shahid Amin, the colonial archive is an 

archive of translations.11 In this sense, the sound archive is an archive of potential translation, 

its real source being the audio recordings that (time and again) could and should be translated 

anew and differently.  

Yet every translation is also an interpretation and even a tiny word can change the meaning of 

an entire text. On 9th December 1916, for example, Sib Singh, a Sikh from Amritsar (Punjab), 

spoke these words into the funnel of a gramophone: 

 

“The German Emperor is very wise. 

He wages war against all kings. 

When the war is over,  

Many stories will be printed. 

In India the Englishman rules. 

We had no knowledge of any other king. 

When the war began, 

we heard of several kings. 

In India this is a problem: 

The people know nothing.”12 

 

Whether translated as “many stories will be formed” – as we first translated it for our 

exhibition – or “many stories will be printed” can convey varied interpretations: It will of 

                                                 
11 Shahid Amin: Alternative Histories. A View From India, Amsterdam/Calcutta 2002, p. 28. 
12 Sib Singh from Amritsar/Punjab, “Story” in Punjabi, recorded at the prisoner of war camp in Wünsdorf on 9 
December 1916 at 5.15 (PK 610). 
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course be widely discussed after the war. However, what gets printed is often not decided by 

the narrator or the speaker. We don’t know whether Sib Singh wanted to imply that his own 

story was unlikely to be printed. This is one of the unresolved questions, the blank spaces, 

which even such self-composed texts, giving specific information, leave behind.   

 

Many stories did indeed come into existence when the war ended – with most versions of 

First World War history written from a European perspective. The awareness that non-

Europeans involved in the First World War also wrote their story – history from a different 

perspective – has only recently developed.13 To date, the primary texts and documents through 

which the First World War is told have stayed the same: we find records kept by European 

war participants, the authorities and state institutions. The stories told by prisoners of war in 

the German camps have thus far remained almost unknown – filed, as they are, in the sound 

archives of Europe; the home countries of the storytellers are unaware of their very existence. 

But it is these recordings that allow for a different perspective on history. They represent an 

alternative form of historiography.  

Let me just give one example of a prisoner who told his personal story in the Great War. 

Official European historiographies recount that England and the German Empire waged a 

fierce naval battle between 1915 and 1918. They outline the military successes of the German 

cruiser Möwe [Seagull], which apart from other “enemy” ships, captured the British steamship 

Appam on 15/16 January, and likewise on 16 January in the dead of night ran into a British 

Clan Line ship. Giving a false identity, the Möwe fired on the Clan MacTavish and forced the 

crew of British and Indians to be transferred initially to the captive Appam, and subsequently 

to the Möwe. One of the Indian sailors came by a circuitous route to the prisoner of war camp 

in Wünsdorf, where on 7 February 1918 he relayed the “Story of the Möwe” in Bengali into 

the gramophone funnel: 

 

“Hear all you sailors. We are in danger. In the year 1916, January 16 in the Sunday 

evening at 7 pm a German cruiser by the name of Melva [= Möwe] came alongside 

and hailed through his megaphone and asked >what is the name of your ship<. 

Captain Oliver answered >my ship is called Clan MacTavish. I am on my way from 

Australia to London<. The sea is called the Spanish coast. At that moment, Melva the 

cruiser threw a grenade and announced that they were a German cruiser. Clan 

                                                 
13 For historiography from an Indian perspective, cf., for example, Shahid Amin: Alternative Histories. A View 
From India, Amsterdam/Calcutta 2002.  
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MacTavish, Captain Oliver on hearing they were a German cruiser ordered two 

rounds of canon shots on the cruiser. The cruiser on being shot at, fired back 5 cannon 

balls. People ran helter skelter. The captain of the cruiser asked the captain of Clan 

MacTavish, who are your crew members. The captain answered they are Muslims 

from Calcutta. The captain of the cruiser gave Clan MacTavish 15 minutes time on 

hearing we were Muslims and sent life boats to transfer the crew, both the English and 

Muslims. All the people from Clan MacTavish boarded Melva. 17 people had died 

when Melva fired the 5 cannon balls. The captain of Melva said to us >you are 

Muslims< and beat us and took a head count. He then said: You do some work. After 

one week on seeing our attitude he started giving us double pay … that’s all.”14 

 

On another two gramophone records, Mohammed Hossin proceeds with his story, describes 

how he and his colleagues were brought to a camp in northern Germany and a part of them 

then came to Wünsdorf.15 Already fifty years old at the time of the recording, Mohammed 

Hussin was an exception among the Indian prisoners of war. He was also one of the few 

Indians to remain in the Wünsdorf camp until the end of the war. His story, which he 

described in such detail and which bears testimony hitherto unknown in Europe to an event in 

the First World War, has not been printed prior to the publication of the book by Social 

Science Press. 

 

With reference to Gayatri Spivak, the very obvious question to ask here is whether the 

“subaltern” can speak. Speaking in the sound recordings, the prisoners could certainly count 

as “subaltern”; they speak themselves and are not represented by others. In relation to the 

political theory of speech by Jacques Rancière, the German author Ruth Sonderegger says that 

that is exactly what happened in a collection of “colonial” sound recordings of African 

languages in Namibia in 1931: The “subaltern”, oppressed individual raises his voice and 

steps out of the object position into the position of a subject speaking on an equal footing.16 

She therefore states that it isn’t really so much about whether – according to Spivak – the 

“subaltern” can speak, but rather about whether we are prepared to listen to them.17 In my 

                                                 
14 Mohammed Hossin (Hussain) from Calcutta, “The Story of the Möwe” in Bengali, recorded at the prisoner of 
war camp in Wünsdorf on 7 February 1918 at 2.30 (PK 1150).  
15 PK 1151 und PK 1152.  
16 Cf. Ruth Sonderegger: “What One Does (Not) Hear. Approaching Canned Voices through Rancière“, in: 
Anette Hoffmann (Ed.): What We See. Reconsidering an Anthropometrical Collection from Southern Africa: 
Images, Voices and Versioning, Basel 2009, pp. 59-83. Jacques Rancière, Jacques: Disagreement. Politics and 
Philosophy [1995], Minneapolis/London 1999, e.g. p. 36. 
17 Vgl. Sonderegger 2009, p. 77. 
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view, it remains questionable, whether in Bela Singh, Sib Singh and Mohammed Hossin, the 

subaltern actually speak, and that too on an equal footing. They could definitely use some 

space for a subjective representation – but all are authors who weren’t allowed to speak 

spontaneously, but had to prepare, edit and rehearse them in advance. Their speech may 

portray an appropriation of the situation, but they continued to be exposed to the complex 

politically charged circumstances in the POW camp: They were interrogated by German 

scientists, compensated for their work, physically and roughly moved in front of the funnel 

and held there. Ultimately, they didn’t know the consequences their speeches would have, 

whether they would later be sanctioned for it by other people, for example, the camp 

commander or the censor. Under the circumstances, they could not speak “freely”. 

Nevertheless, they spoke differently from those who read off traditional verses; nevertheless, 

they became authors and speakers who filled a certain space with subjectivity, with a speaking 

“I”, whose degree of “freedom” and “authenticity” must remain vague. The subalterns 

themselves speak in these sound recordings, with their own physical voice and their own 

texts, but yet, not “freely”. We certainly have to ask, who else is speaking when they speak. 

 

The war, which created the conditions for the sound recordings and German research on 

Indian war prisoners, is explicit in their texts. Apart from the world war, the second largest 

prerequisite for linguistic research by means of the gramophone was the spoken word itself, 

the language and the translation. Only very few sound recordings focused on it directly – 

language as a possibility of expression and communication, but also of incomprehension, 

misunderstandings and of selection. The last sound document I would therefore like to partly 

play is a self-composed poem by Gurkha Jasbahadur Rai from Darjeeling, which we used as 

the guiding theme for our exhibition. On 6th June 1916, he sang into the gramophone funnel in 

the Wünsdorf Halfmoon camp:  

 

“My body is small,  

if I cry, how much do I cry? 

My body has become like a rope. 

If I cry, how much do I cry? 

There is such nice mustard at my house and a huge orange tree. 

When I think of home my body weighs 33 grams 

I don’t understand. 

I don’t open my mouth because in the German country 
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I don’t understand the language, I am embarrassed to speak. 

I tell God that my life journey is very long. 

That is why I want to go to my village. 

On retuning to my village, I would like to cut grass in the fields. 

I want to leave this country.”18 

 

Here the German language is a threat because the prisoner does not understand it, but is 

subject to its command. Jasbahadur Rai formulates that he does not dare to speak - and yet he 

does so: in front of the gramophone. Why? Was he forced? Was he promised rewards, leave 

from work, cigarettes, money, other benefits or concessions? Could he, through the metaphor 

for an emaciated body – “my body is like rope” – ignore the ban on talking and writing about 

topics such as “hunger”? (This, by the way, raises a very interesting question, which we 

haven’t so far been able to clarify: Were the speeches of the prisoners and the recordings of 

the scientists exempt from the military language censor?) Was Jasbahadur Rai pleased that he 

could speak in his own language? Had he hoped that he would be understood not only 

linguistically but also in terms of content – that the scientists or others would not only hear 

and record his wish, “I want to leave this country” on an apparatus, but also answer his 

prayers?  

Jasbahadur Rai’s very emotional text and performance reminds us of Mall Singh, the 

protagonist of the film “The Halfmoon Files”. Their examples are haunting witnesses that the 

“empirical” process of the linguists allowed such personal statements: Since the speakers 

supplied the required example in a specific language, the content of the spoken words was 

evidently rather incidental: Possibly, the researchers were glad if the prisoners spoke at all. 

Unlike the photographs, which were meant to function as “race images”, the sound recordings 

allowed also the formulation of personal statements:  The researchers were quite satisfied with 

the “objective” data they collected, but this “objective” data might in fact conceal 

“subjective” messages, which they weren’t interested in, but which also didn’t interfere as 

long as they were put down in writing. Thus, the sound recordings, unlike the “type photos” 

and the measurement data, could sometimes partly also answer other questions than those of 

the time about language and mythology: questions about biographies, the individuals standing 

behind the speakers. Here as well, there are still more unanswered questions: Is the author the 

same as the speaker? Does the text say what the prisoner thinks? Or does the author say that 

                                                 
18 Jasbahadur Rai, born 1893 or 1894 in the district of Darjeeling: "Gurkha Song. Written by himself", recorded 
in the camp of Wünsdorf on 6th June 1916 at 4 pm (PK 308). 
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which is permitted? What all does he not say? What is behind all those pauses on the records 

– gestures, fears, strategy, nothing? These blank spaces, these black images, these unresolved 

questions remain, even as the sound recordings of the individuals restore a kind of history: a 

past and a dimension of depth, and a position as composing and narrating subject.  

 

In our work, Philip Scheffner and I speak about ghosts not so much in terms of the now dead 

prisoners. Ghosts to us are more the signs and traces that indicate blank spaces and black 

images, hints to gaps in the archives and our knowledge, but also to our way of writing 

history, making up theories and asking questions.19 To approach these ghosts we looked for 

all the various elements in the historical sound recordings which the scientists did not want 

there or had to accept: pauses, noises and unwritten interferences. These are, among others, 

breaks, repetitions, errors, coughing, laughing, whispered words (not only by the prisoners, 

but also by the scientists who prompted the words to be pronounced to analphabetic prisoners) 

and indications of the recording technology: switching on and off the grammophone, 

crackling, rustling, scratches on the disc. We have made a montage of those sounds (or non-

sounds) which is also part of our exhibition. The “Knisterspur”, the “track of crackling 

sounds”, may reveal even more about the ghosts and a ghostly presence than talking or 

writing about them. 

 

 

4. End: What is left? 

 

Stories of dead prisoners of war are condemned to silence as long as the recordings have not 

been heard. Some prisoners spoke into the gramophone shortly before their death. Jasbahadur 

Rai, twenty-three years old in June 1916, was one of them. He was buried in the graveyard of 

the Common Wealth in Wünsdorf. In 1917, most of the South Asians were transferred from 

Wünsdorf to camps near Monastirea and Marculesti in southern Rumania, occupied at the 

time by the Central Powers. After the end of the war, some of them went back from Romania 

to India, among them, it seems, Mall Singh. The now-digitised sound recordings of the Indian 

and other war prisoners and the corresponding written documentations, are stored in the sound 

archives of the Humboldt University Berlin. Although more and more researchers on an 

international level are interested in working with these sound recordings, the post of the 

responsible curator was done away with in 2009. 

                                                 
19 See also Avery Gordon: Ghostly Matters. Haunting and the Social Imagination, Minneapolis 1997. 


